Revolution Precrafted and Alvardag ink
cooperation deal to enter Northern European
markets
BANGKOK, THAILAND, November 23,
2018 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Revolution
Precrafted, a global supplier of prefab
structures with presence in 27
countries worldwide, signed a
cooperation agreement with
Scandinavian development company
Alvardag which aims to strengthen the
prefab company’s presence in Europe,
starting with a medium-rise
development in Helsinki, Finland. The
deal will then open up more projects in
Northern European markets of,
Sweden, Norway, Denmark, Germany,
Estonia, Russia as well as other Central
and Northern European markets.
Revolution Precrafted Founder and CEO Robbie
The deal also provides Revolution an
Antonio and Alvardag CEO David Vatka sign the
access to Nordic ecological wooden
cooperation agreement between the two companies
construction technologies and an
exchange of designs that will be
adapted into both companies’ existing and new pipelines of unique projects.
The agreement sets stage for mutual sharing of resources and a mutually beneficial strategic
cooperation between the companies. This includes allocating capital investments and exchange
of expertise and skills. Alvardag together with Revolution Precrafted are responsible for the state
of the art design and prefabricated structures planning such as homes, buildings and other
residential, retail and commercial buildings.
The first mutual project that the two companies are working on is a hi-rise development at prime
location in eastern Helsinki. The structures in planning are mid-rise G+5 to G+7 products of
residential living space. The companies are currently finalizing the technical planning and
production details.
“Revolution is our ideal design and supplier partner. Our team is already working on the biggest
wooden high rise residential area development of Europe in Finland and are very excited to
make it even greater together with our partner, Revolution Precrafted. The Northern European
market is booming and with a strong partner like Revolution, our project pipeline can be
promptly fulfilled and made even more extensive internationally”, said Alvardag CEO Mr. David
Vatka.
This partnership allows Alvardag to access Revolution Precrafted´s unique design resources of
the world's best designers, brands and Pritzker prize architects as well as global precrafted
production resources. Moreover, this allows Revolution to diversify into producing highly

ecological wooden functional and customizable spaces. As the first steps into the signed
agreement, Revolution is excited to supply to at least two different project sites in Finland.
“I am very pleased to have this framework of collaboration with Alvardag and I am looking
forward to developing and expanding to the Northern European markets with our world-class
technology, production, brand and designs. Over the coming years we are looking forward to
developing millions of square meters of unique spaces in the European markets”, said
Revolution Precrafted CEO Robbie Antonio.
ABOUT REVOLUTION PRECRAFTED
Revolution Precrafted is a global supplier of designer, limited edition homes, pavilions, retail
spaces and related structures.
Over the past six months, it has bagged over $8.7 Billion worth of big tickets projects including
the $3.2 Billion partnership with Seven Tide, for “The World Islands” in Dubai, and the $1.2 Billion
Okkyin project in Myanmar with KT Group. It also signed a $300 million dealership agreement
with Novo Development Ltd. to build at least 1,000 homes in the Caribbean nations of Trinidad
and Guyana, Jamaica, St. Lucia and the Bahamas. It also landed a deal to build 85 luxury resort
villas in Okinawa, Japan and 2,000 homes in Puerto Rico with Grupo Cacho. It also recently
announced its franchise agreement to supply mid-income homes in El, Salvador, Ecuador and a
500-unit project in Bahrain. Last July, it announced its plans to build a $460 million eco-resort in
Brazil.
It also broke through the European market with a $52M project in the Ebro delta near Barcelona,
as well as another project with publicly listed Neinor Homes S.A. for residential projects in
Navarra and Castellon in Spain.
Over recent weeks, It also announced plans to create luxury mansions in San Bernardino,
California and lifestyle resort villas in Australia.
In the Philippines, it partnered with Century Limitless Corporation for the $1.1 Billion Batulao
Artscapes in Nasugbu Batangas, the $750 Million Revolution Flavorscapes in Mexico, Pampanga
and the $125 Million Puerto Azul residential project
ABOUT ALVARDAG
Alvardag is a Finland based design and real-estate development company that owns the original
tv-format Laurin Talot. Our vision in design is driven by focus in experiences and comforts of
day-to-day living created with quality in an unique Alvardag style. The best possible living
experience in the world should include all aspects of a building, including furniture and other
interiors. Also, comfort, health and the newest technical developments must all go hand in hand
as the building blocks of any building whether it’s a home, an office or a hotel. With expertise in
design, project management and especially wooden modular construction, Alvardag’s signed
project pipeline in Finland consists of over 250 000 square meters and 800 million euros worth
of diverse spaces in development.
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